Shroud Related Videos and Audios
January 21, 2022
'Turin Shroud' Usage - Answering My Critics – Brother Tris – January 13, 2022 – Video (20:28) –
Interesting personal video that provides some excellent insights into the nature of the Shroud.
Evidences proving the existence of God through Sacred Relic – XTV News – January 3, 2022 – Video
(10:50) – This is another of those countless internet videos compiled from video clips taken from many
previously televised Shroud documentaries and re-edited using a new script. (That is also why some
images do not match the narration and why the visual quality varies from scene to scene). It includes
English language captions and interestingly, the voice over narration is completely digital.
Finding Your Way - Lee Sweeney & Dr. Gus Accetta (The Shroud of Turin) – Spirt Filled Media –
Apple Podcasts – January 2, 2022 – Audio (30:00) – Here is an excerpt from the online description:
“Ralph Linzmeier and Mark Prather interview Lee Sweeney and Dr. Gus Accetta about the Shroud of
Turin and their ministry work involving the Shroud...”
Shroud Solo Show (Part 13) – Direct Contact Mechanisms – Real Seekers Ministries with Dale
Glover – January 2, 2022 – Video (2:44:03) – Here is the online description: “In this episode I assess our
first "Ordinary Naturalistic" mechanism- the Direct Contact method as proposed and/or tested by various
experts.” Also available is a link to the Real Seekers website page with comments, details and references
for the above video: Shroud Solo Show (Part 13 & Part 13B) Direct Contact Mechanisms etc.
Fr Peter’s pilgrimage to Turin to pray before the holy image of the Shroud of Turin – Cathedral of
St. John Berchmans – December 30, 2021 – Video (10:12) – Video of Fr. Peter Mangum’s recent
pilgrimage to Turin. Here is an excerpt from the online description: “…’We have seen the face of Love!’
That is the title given to this opportunity for contemplation before the Shroud (the burial cloth of Jesus)
which the Taizé community has given for this day of reflection. Knowing people of the Centro of Shroud
Studies here provided me the privilege 'tag along' for my own day of reflection and contemplation…”
False Carbon Dating of the Shroud of Turin (Interview with Joe Marino) – Catholic Challenge with
Luke Lancaster – Maria Vision USA – Streamed live on December 29, 2021 – Video (1:07:32) – Here
is the online description: “Newspapers around the world in 1988 published the bombshell radiocarbon
dating for the Shroud of Turin, a relic said to be the 1st century burial cloth of Jesus Christ. It dated the
Shroud to the medieval ages, and not to the 1st century. This caused many people to brush the image of
the crucified man on the Shroud aside as being concocted by a forger. But what if that radiocarbon dating
was false? Joe Marino, author of the book, "The 1988 C-14 Dating of the Shroud of Turin: A Stunning
Exposé" argues just that.”
The Shroud of Turin: Proof or Prank? With Dr. Gary Habermas – Theology On Tap – December
13, 2021 – Video (1:03:23) – Here is the online description: “Renowned scholar Dr. Gary Habermas joins
us to talk about the Shroud of Turin. The most analyzed piece of fabric in human history is either an
elaborate prank or it could be proof of a unique supernatural event...say the resurrection? If you have never
really studied the Shroud of Turin, you will definitely find this introduction interesting. Thanks to Dr.
Habermas for sharing his time with us!”
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The Shroud of Turin, Radiocarbon Dating, & Fomenko's New Chronology | The Exam Part 8 –
ctruthtoday.org – December 9, 2021 – Video (59:23) – Dr. Anatoly Fomenko is a Russian researcher
who has written a multi-volume work titled History: Fiction or Science? [Editor’s Note: Program begins
at 5:44]
“Let Your Light Shine”: Shroud of Turin Art | feat. Julie Medearis & Sheila Stevens (Interview with
daughters of the late Sindonologist Kevin E. Moran) – The Gracious Guest Show with Mike Creavey
– December 4, 2021 – Video (55:14) – Here is the online description: “Optical engineer Kevin E. Moran
(1934-2019) spent decades investigating the mysterious and unexplainable 3D properties of the Shroud of
Turin image. Now his daughters continue his legacy by offering INCREDIBLE 3D NIGHT LIGHTS OF
THE FACE ON THE SHROUD which Kevin designed in the final years of his life…”
Interview with Joe Marino – Interview by Guy Powell – November 22, 2021 – Video (44:25) – Here is
the online description: “Interview with Joe Marino, one of the pre-eminent researchers of the Shroud of
Turin.”
Jack Sacco Reveals the Science of the Resurrection – Interview by Craig Sawyer - November 21, 2021
– Video (2:28:38) – Here is the online description: “A powerful and fascinating exploration of Jack Sacco's
study of the Shroud of Turin and what it reveals about the science of the resurrection from forensic and
quantum physics perspectives.”
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